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Abstract: To hire, retain, recruit and develop the most superior and talented employees in an organization the managers’ commitment is known as talent management. For developing and retaining superior workforce all the work system and processes comprises as talent management. From the job market finding the skillful employee is a tough task. As the name implies talent management manage the talent of employees. For the development of the business it is a major concern to recruit the talented person. So he can move the business towards success.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To retain the topmost skilled and talented employees in an organization the business strategy is consider as talent management. Like recognition of employees or involvement of employees the talent management is also a business strategy to attract the most talented people in the organization and it produce a competition with other employer. To motivate, attract, retain and develop high-performing employees it is the full scope of processes of HR.

Figure 1: Talent Management

The definition of talent management has three elements as given below:

1. HR process full scope: Combination of many HR processes is integrated with each other in talent management. Activities of talent management are greater that other individual parts.

2. Retain, motivate, attract and develop: the work of talent management including on boarding of employees, hiring, retention and performance management. All these key areas are related to talent management.

Figure 2: Talent Management Optimal Workforce

3. Employees high performance: Increasing the performance of overall business is the main objective of the talent management. To make the performance better the talent management engages, motivate and retain the employees. In this way talent management consider as an important factor. When process of talent management is done correctly the by integrated system of talent management practices using companies can make outperform their competition and sustainable competitive advantage which are difficult to imitate and copy.

II. PROCESSES OF TALENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

The phases of talent management are described as follows:

1. Goals Identification: For success of the complete process of talent management first stage is to define its goal. It should identify properly that what is the main aim of the organization and for achieving the goals what skills and qualifications characteristics are required.

2. Talent attraction: For an organization hire the best talented person is the main objective of the talent management. From the job market attract the best employees the organization make their efforts.
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3. Talent sourcing: In this stage, the ability the board work force searches for proper sources in the activity market or enterprises where the focused on individuals can be contracted or enrolled.

4. Employees Recruitment: This is the principal phase of employing the best capable individuals for the association. Talented and qualified individuals are welcome to join the association.

5. Employees Selection: This is where the goal of ability the executives turns into a reality. It is when genuinely capable individuals are enrolled or procured in different jobs.

6. Development and Training: At this stage, they chose enlisted people are furnished with fundamental preparing to make them beneficial and effective to progress in the direction of the objectives of the association.

7. Retention: The striking goal of ability the executives isn't just enlisting ability yet additionally guaranteeing their maintenance in the association. Variables whereupon the degree of consistency depends are alluring compensation bundle, work detail, wellbeing and security of the representatives, self-improvement of a worker, acknowledgment and culture of the association, and the fit between the activity and ability.

8. Assessment: Periodical evaluation of representatives' aptitudes, capacities, enhancements and capabilities empower the association to know whether they are fit for continuation and advancement.

9. Appraisal of Performance: It is an estimation of the genuine presentation of the representatives in the activity. It empowers the association to learn if the individual can be stacked with additional duties.

10. Promotion of Employees: It alludes to work enhancement. It keeps the vitality level high of the representatives and they are motivated to keep on working for the association.

11. Planning of Career: If a representative is discovered befitting to deal with work weight and additional obligations well, the administration needs to design his/her profession so the person feels raised and compensated. Such acknowledgment and prizes move the representatives to stay with the association for quite a while.

12. Planning of Succession: This arrangement with the substitution of individuals inside the association. Workers who have given their best to the association and have been serving for long have the right to hold higher positions.

13. Exit stage: This is the last phase of ability the board procedure that finishes in the retirement of the workers and they are not any more a piece of the association.

III. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TALENT MANAGEMENT AND HR

For managing the people both HR and talent management is used but they are different at various points:

1. Implementation: Talent management is vital, frequently showing as an expansive, long haul plan intently connected with generally business objectives, while HR is progressively strategic, managing the everyday administration of individuals.

2. Structure: Hiring, preparing, and maintenance are unified in the HR division. In ability the executives, a large number of these obligations are part into their very own specialties or panels, spread over the organization. Thusly, the entire association is in charge of, and has a stake in, these exercises.

3. Responsibilities: HR is increasingly centered on organization. HR divisions manage pay, individual downtime, advantages, and grumblings. Ability the executives is independently centered on aiding and improving the top ability in the association. Think proficient improvement as opposed to following participation—both is imperative to an organization and both are about individuals, yet one is unquestionably increasingly administrative.

Talent Management Pillars of Talent management

Four main pillars on which the whole process of talent management depends are:

1. Management of performance: The ways in which it improves the performance of entire business and measure HR are included in this process.

2. Development and Learning: During the lifecycle of employee learning and ongoing training is included in this process.

3. Employee’s Recruitment: The skilled and talented people attracted by the company’s member to recruit in the company.

4. Retention: With the organization or company as long as possible keeping high performing talent is defined as retention.
Effect of Talent Management on Organizational Performance

Right now, Human Resource Management (HRM) turns into a key pattern for business. Directors from science-based ventures give exceptional consideration to Talent Management, turning into a well known instrument in powerful association. As specific pieces of HRM can be bolstered by innovation, numerous ventures utilize uncommon programming, for example, HR Information Systems or HR Management Systems.

Figure 4: With business strategy degree of integration and alignment

Figure 5: Degree of Identified Capabilities and critical roles

IV. CONCLUSION

To retain the topmost skilled and talented employees in an organization the business strategy is consider as talent management. Like recognition of employees or involvement of employees the talent management is also a business strategy to attract the most talented people in the organization and it produce a competition with other employer.
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